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Eagle eyes
Worksheet 1: Phonics

Name: _____________________________________ Date: _____________

The sound /u/ can be spelt ‘o’.

1. Write each word in the table 3 times and highlight the /u/ sound. 

stomach

other

coming

 

2. Complete the following sentences using a word from the Word Bank.

The goggles look for the heat                             off the animal’s body.

An endoscope can look inside a                             .

There are                             ways to look inside a body.

stomach    other    coming  
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Worksheet 1: Phonics - continued 

Name: _________________________________ Date:_________________

Eagle eyes

The vowel sound /e/ can be spelt ‘ea’.

3. Write your own sentence for each word:

stomach:

other:

coming: 

4. Write each word in the table 3 times and highlight the /e/ sound. 

weather

heavy

threat

head

5. Write a definition of each word in your own words. You can use a 
dictionary to help if you need to.

head

threat

heavy

weather
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Eagle eyes
Worksheet 1: Phonics - continued 

Name: _________________________________ Date:_________________

6. Read each ‘ea’ word aloud. Then, write the words below without looking 
at the list above. 
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Eagle eyes
Worksheet 2: Comprehension 

Name: _________________________________ Date:_________________

Answer the questions about Eagle eyes.

1. What does it mean to have “eagle eyes”?

2. What is a reading stone?

3. Name 2 inventions that help us to see small things.

4. How big is the Hubble telescope?

5. How does an endoscope work?
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Eagle eyes
Worksheet 2: Comprehension - continued 

Name: _________________________________ Date:_________________

6. Name 2 other inventions that help medics to look inside our bodies.

7. What do heat-detecting goggles look for?

8. How can trail-cams help animal experts?

9. What can a drone be used for?
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Eagle eyes

Colour in the 
thermometer 
to show how 

much you liked 
this book.

Who would enjoy this book?

What did you like about this book?

What else would you have liked to read about in 
this book?

I didn’t like it

It was okay

It was good

I really  
liked it

I LOVED it!

10. Write a book review about Eagle eyes. Write the title and the author in the 
box at the top.
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Worksheet 2: Comprehension - continued

Name: _________________________________ Date:_________________
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Eagle eyes

1. Below is a list of the inventions that have been created to help us see with 
“eagle eyes”.  

Read the list and give one example of how they are useful to people.  

Invention How it is useful to people
reading glasses 

binoculars 

telescope 

x-rays

PillCam 

heat-detecting video camera

trail-cam

weather satellite
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Worksheet 3: Science 

Name: _________________________________ Date:_________________
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2. Choose one of the inventions from the book that help people to have eagle 
eyes, and draw a picture of it here, along with a picture of what it helps us to 
see. Write two sentences underneath to explain who would use this invention 
and why.
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Eagle eyes
Worksheet 3: Science - continued 

Name: _________________________________ Date:_________________
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1. People have invented things to help them see better, but some animals don’t 
need any help. 

What is clever about these animals’ eyes? Fill in the table.

Animal What is clever about  
their eyes? How do their eyes help them?

eagle

owl

snail

rattlesnake

chameleon

box jellyfish
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Eagle eyes
Worksheet 4: Science

Name: _________________________________ Date:_________________
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2. What would you like to be able to see?

Write your answer below. Then draw a picture showing how eyes that can see 
that thing might look and how they could work.
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Eagle eyes
Worksheet 4: Science - continued

Name: _________________________________ Date:_________________


